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Why Does My Dog Mark?

Canine Urine Marking

Urine marking is when a dog uses his or her urine as
a means of communicating stress or attempting to
indicate territory. While this is a natural behavior
for dogs, it is something that is not desired by
humans.

When urine marking, dogs will usually just sprinkle a
small amount of urine rather than empty their entire
bladder. Female dogs can also urine mark, although
it is not as common as in males.

Be sure that you are not confusing urine marking with submissive urination
or with separation anxiety. A dog that sprinkles urine when greeting or when
you bend over him or her is submissively urinating. A dog that is urinating
only when left alone may be suffering from separation anxiety.

Neutering

If you have a male dog that is urine marking, you have an excellent chance
of being able to stop the behavior by making an appointment with your vet
to have your dog neutered. Neutered dogs usually stop urine marking.
Even if they don’t, it is easier to train them to stop the urine marking once
they are neutered.

Belly Band

A simple management tool for urine marking is to
have the dog wear a belly band that covers the
sheath on a male dog and generally prevents the
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dog from marking.

If the belly band does not stop the urine marking, one can place a feminine
pad on the inside of the belly band to absorb the urine which is still a better
solution than having your belongings urinated on.

Housetraining Revisited

Placing your dog on a housetraining protocol will also help reduce urine
marking. To help set up your dog to be successful, keep him or her on leash
and keep the leash tied to either your waist or your wrist. This will help you
observe your dog and be able to get him or her outside before he or she
makes a mistake and urinates inside. You can also click and treat your dog
for urinating outside, making it worth your dog’s while to pee outdoors. You
can download a FREE housetraining plan at The DogSmith website.

Reducing stress

You and your DogSmith can evaluate your dog’s life for sources of stress.
Many dogs urine mark as a displacement behavior when they are
experiencing stress. By reducing your dog’s stress you can often reduce or
eliminate the urine marking.

There is hope your dog can learn to stop urine marking in your home.
Following the recommendations above and communicating clearly with your
trainer will get you there!


